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Down and out
Knights end series against Marshall with a 12-9 loss — SEE SPORTS, A11

Are you ready for
FINALS?

Test anxiety is part of a larger social phobia

JESSICA SAGGIO

In the mind of Allen Far­­gel, an exam can make or break a person.

When the studies for a test are completed, everyone wants to feel like they are prepared and ready to go. Take a test, do well, celebrate.

Regardless of what the class chooses, the test is usually the only way to prepare for the exam in a time-efficient manner. Statistics and other data show that college students are among the best at procrastinating. This is not surprising, as students are faced with an incredible number of exams, tests, and assignments. Although the stress is high, a test is an important opportunity that can make or break a person.

AS A SENIOR at UCF, I am using this time to figure out how to deal with anxiety and the stress that comes along with it. I am learning how to manage my time effectively, delegate responsibilities, and focus on the important tasks. I am also learning how to decompress and destress, which is essential for maintaining my mental health.

In the end, I am learning how to deal with anxiety and the stress that comes along with it. I am learning how to manage my time effectively, delegate responsibilities, and focus on the important tasks. I am also learning how to decompress and destress, which is essential for maintaining my mental health.

CHECK OUT A9 FOR MORE TIPS ON How to reduce test anxiety...
The Sanford A2 that the hospital hired a security woman says the hospital could face several charges, including kidnaping the maternity ward with a fetus made himself at home in the newborn at Central Florida Care Administration is investigating the matter.

Sandra Frosti of Oldsmar will speak in the Cypress Lake Elementary School in the Student Union on Thursday from 5-6 p.m. Charles S. MacKenzie will speak in the Cypress Lake Elementary School in the Student Union on Thursday from 5-6 p.m.

Additional items may be for sale to those who forget to purchase them. For more information, call 407-823-0964.

Weight Watchers teams with UCF Human Resources in cooperating with the dieting program Weight Watchers.

The meetings take place every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at the Human Resources training room, located in the Advanced Techn Com. For more information, call 407-823-3277.

Professor speaks on philosophy

A professor of philosophy and theology at Reformed Theological Seminary will speak in the Cypress Lake Elementary School in the Student Union on Thursday from 5-6 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE

Keep food with headlines you may have missed

Sanford hospital tightens security after baby abduction

SANDFORD — The Sanford hospital where a neonate was abducted last month is tightening security in light of an ongoing investigation.

Anyone wanting to visit a patient at the Central Florida Regional Hospital must sign in at the hospital's front lobby and have their bags checked when they leave.

The Agency for Health Care Administration is investigating the case. A spokeswoman for the hospital could not be reached for comment.

The hospital spokeswman said hospital habits have been changed in light of the investigation.
University of Central Florida
LocalBookBin.com

Puts you in touch with local students to buy and sell your textbooks

OUR PRICING BEATS THE BOOKSTORE... GUARANTEED!

BYPASS
Avoid the outrageous costs and long lines at the bookstore

LOCATE
Connect with your classmates to buy and sell textbooks

TRANSACT
Meet on campus and make the exchange

SELLER
BUYER

LocalBookBin.com

BuyBack
ECO 3203
ACG 3131
BSC 2010c
$42.19
$47.25
$44.63

$81.37
$91.13
$86.07

Used Price
$120.55
$135.00
$127.50

ECO 3203
ACG 3131
BSC 2010c
A 15-year-old girl from Miami with a 16-pound facial tumor is in Miami awaiting surgery that will restore her ability to see and speak.

Fifteen-year-old Lai Thao suffers from a Schwannoma tumor that has been growing since she was 3. The tumor has severely damaged her face and kept her from ever attending school, her doctors at Jackson Memorial Hospital say. Lai then moved to Miami to seek treatment.

The tumor is in Miami awaiting surgery that will restore her ability to see and speak.

Doctors at Jackson Memorial Hospital say the tumor is growing at a rapid pace and threatens to suffocate Lai.

Water cannons and 4,000 officers were deployed around the main sports sites during the hostilities in Jakarta, where the parade was held before the event.

Protesters were gathered in China's human rights record, the Asian Human Rights Commission, which cited security fears.

The torch relay was held to a round of applause that circled the stadium for one last time in their local school systems. The only other country to make the event is Pakistan, which cited security fears.

Indonesia was the only country in the world not to allow air television coverage of the 2006 Games in Athens.

Doctors at Jackson Memorial Hospital say the tumor is growing at a rapid pace and threatens to suffocate Lai.
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Doctors at Jackson Memorial Hospital say the tumor is growing at a rapid pace and threatens to suffocate Lai.
Don’t get stuck in a bad living situation next school year. And don’t wait until the last minute to find a place.

Go to OrlandoSentinel.com and click Apartments to search for options for the fall semester.

OrlandoSentinel.com

Because 3 is Weird

Your UCF Card now features two purses.

Beginning May 5th, your card will feature the simplicity of two purses.

For cards issued and valued prior to May 5th, Purse 3 is available until your funds are depleted. New deposits will be made to Purses 1 or 2 only.

Questions?
Visit our office in the John T. Washington Center (across from the bookstore) or e-mail us at cardsvc@mail.ucf.edu.

UCF Card Services • www.ucfcard.ucf.edu • 407-823-2100
Chicago — The airline industry was battered Tuesday by soaring jet-fuel prices and skyrocketing fuel costs, портировaя a worst-of-times vacation season of jammed planes, delayed flights and higher fares.

The latest bad news came in a gloomy United Airlines earnings report that sent parent UAL Corp.'s shares down 35 percent and slammed other airliner stocks as well. UAL posted a $277.3 million loss for the first quarter.

Crude oil surged close to the once-thinkable level of $80 a barrel, and the CEO of Delta Air Lines said domestic carriers would need to raise fares by 15 to 20 percent just to break even.

"It's going to be a rough summer," said Terry Trippler, a Minneapolis-based travel expert. "It's going to be the worst-of-times vacation season of jammed planes and delayed flights looms in what's shaping up to be the worst time travel.

"It's not like this has come out of the blue," Trippler said. "I'm getting pre-symptoms from some of my summer air travelers are experienced.

Cayman Securities airline analyst Ray Naydell said carriers will need to continue cutting back on flights and raising prices in order to cope with higher fuel costs. That means the flights that are left should be more crowded.

"We've got too much capacity and prices are too low," he said. "Airlines can't survive with the current air fares if it stays this high.

Naydell said he expects airlines will continue to find ways to charge for added services, such as checking bags, more and more often. So far, flyers seem deterred by ticket markups. Airlines have said their bookings still look strong, given the hefty economic situation. After all, sky-high gasoline costs don't look good by comparison.

"People still have the money, and they still want to travel," said Arthur Salus, president of Duluth Travel outside Atlanta. "If someone pays $20, $30, $40 more for a ticket, that's not going to be a deterrent for them if they have to drive more than four to five hours."

Eventually, both the airlines and analysts expect business to drop off as fares keep rising.

The likeliest price increases are in markets where companies do not compete head-to-head with budget airlines, such as Southwest Airlines Co., or face little competition from other traditional airlines.

For example, in the first week of April, JetBlue Airways charged $68 one-way, while a ticket from Newark, N.J., to Cleveland cost $138. As for United, as with other airlines, higher fares are only part of the response to what it called an "extraordinarily difficult" operating environment that worsened Tuesday with crude prices rising another $5.86 a barrel.

The nation's second-largest airline said its revenue growth of nearly 8 percent was more than canceled out by a $618 million jump in fuel costs, which drove nearly 10 percent in a year. After reporting its biggest loss since emerging from bankruptcy in 2006, the Chicago-based airline said it will trim 2008 spending by $840 million, eliminating 1,100 jobs by the end of the year. Its 2007 domestic capacity was by 5 percent by the fourth quarter.
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YOU HELPED PLANT 100,000 TREES

Central Florida had the most online votes and will have their name associated with the 100,000 trees planted in Pike & San Isabel National Forest.

BIGGER IS BETTER
WHEN IT COMES TO OUR BEDROOMS AND CLOSETS

HUGE private bedrooms &
private bathrooms
LARGE walk-in closets
Individual leases

High-speed internet &
cable television included
Full-size washer & dryer
in each unit

Fully furnished units
Tanning bed
Fitness center
Less than one mile to UCF

THE BEST STUDENT LIVING

THE VILLAGE AT
SCIENCE DRIVE
407.384.7080
2913 Einstein Way
thevillageatsciencedrive.com

THE VILLAGE AT
ALAFAYA CLUB
407.482.9990
3100 Alafaya Club Drive
thevillageatalafayacub.com

Owned and professionally managed by AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES
Some groups unhappy with new policy

Brendon Rivard, president of the Student Union, said the new policy will affect reservations made before the policy change.

"It inhibits a lot of prepared organizations, because now you can't prepare for events," Rivard said. "That's a big change in the way things work." Rivard also said that the new policy does not apply to events that have already been booked.

"If any organization forms mid-semester, they still have an opportunity to reserve a room," said Rivard.

A big change will be the new policy's requirement that each person seeking candidacy must attend an information session before declaring his or her candidacy.

"We want to make sure people fully understand the rules and can't plead ignorance," Rivard said.

Although candidates will have to get their candidacy approved, they will still be responsible for following the Golden Rule, the SGA Constitution, and the UCF Code of Ethics.

"The information sessions will be held at least three times before the declaration of candidacy period is over so that each candidate has a chance to attend. Not every candidate is thrilled about the new policy," Rivard said.

"I don't think it addresses the true issues," SGA Sen. Brenton Rivard said. "While I agree that simplifying Facebook messages and what is unimportant, it does not address the issue of the quality of the Elections Commission.

Rivard said he doesn't think the election commissioners are qualified to lead information sessions. The election commissioners are hired by the student body president. The student body president is responsible for following the rules and can't plead ignorance, Rivard said.
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Anxiety often a good thing

TEST PREPARATION TO REDUCE ANXIETY:

APPROACH THE CLOSE-UP OF YOUR EXAM
- What strategies do you use to get self-confidence? 
- What helps you prepare? 
- What strategies do you use to stay focused? 
- What strategies do you use to stay relaxed?

1. First, Be Prepared

2. Second, Approach the Exam with Confidence

3. Third, Be Patient

4. Fourth, Take a Deep Breath

5. Fifth, Remember You Are Not Alone

6. Sixth, Stay Positive

7. Seventh, Be Realistic

8. Eighth, Be Flexible

9. Ninth, Be Prepared

10. Tenth, Be Your Best

 Sekiel said.

Beidel also said that many students experience anxiety in other situations, such as giving a speech, being in a new environment, or even just sitting in a classroom. Some students feel that they are a little bit nervous, while others feel anxious all the time. It can be hard to tell when anxiety becomes a problem, but there are some signs that can help you identify it.

"Some students feel that they are a little bit nervous, while others feel anxious all the time. It can be hard to tell when anxiety becomes a problem, but there are some signs that can help you identify it," Beidel said.

One of the most common signs of anxiety is difficulty concentrating. If you find that you are having trouble focusing on your work or your studying, it could be a sign of anxiety. Another sign is increased heart rate and sweating. If you notice your heart rate increasing or your hands getting clammy, it could be a sign of anxiety.

"One of the most common signs of anxiety is difficulty concentrating. If you find that you are having trouble focusing on your work or your studying, it could be a sign of anxiety. Another sign is increased heart rate and sweating. If you notice your heart rate increasing or your hands getting clammy, it could be a sign of anxiety," Beidel added.

It's important to remember that anxiety is not a sign of weakness. It's a normal part of being human, and everyone experiences it at some point in their lives. The key is to learn how to manage it and turn it into a positive force.

Beidel said that students can take some simple steps to manage their anxiety. First, she recommended that students learn about their own triggers and find ways to avoid them. Second, she suggested that students try deep breathing exercises to help them relax. Finally, she encouraged students to seek help from a counselor or a therapist if they are struggling with anxiety.

"It's important to remember that anxiety is not a sign of weakness. It's a normal part of being human, and everyone experiences it at some point in their lives. The key is to learn how to manage it and turn it into a positive force," Beidel added.

Beidel said that students can also benefit from joining a support group or participating in a therapy session. These can help them understand their anxiety better and learn coping strategies.
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PLACE CLASSIFIEDS ONLINE IN THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE FOR AS LOW AS $5 AN ISSUE!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

EXQUISITE WEDDING & EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES!

HIGH RESOLUTION CD, STORYBOOK ALBUMS & PRINTS FOR $1,095

UPGRADE TO 8 HOURS COVERAGE WITH TWICE AS MUCH INCLUDED FOR ONLY $1,295

VIEW MY WEBSITE BELOW AND BOOK YOUR WEDDING TODAY!

Www.AllisonLabinePhoto.com
407-738-2775
Allphotol@aol.com

Thinking Smart.

Smart Living. It’s Your Space.
Smart Apartments and more... Contact us today and enjoy all the comforts of home. Affordable. Comfortable...enjoy the lifestyle of your dreams.

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A $150 GIFT CARD

Smartliving.com/UCFCampusApartments

www.ucfdining.com

500 Alafaya Trl, Orlando, FL 32826 Phone: 407-823-3999
702 Student Center, Orlando, FL 32826 Phone: 407-823-3958
www.ucfdining.com/locations

Are you returning to UCF Fall 2008?

• LOCK in your 2007 - 2008 Dining Membership Rate until Graduation! *Some restrictions apply.

• Save $$$ OFF the 2008 - 2009 Rates!

SAVE up to $175!

Hurry, offer ends soon! Visit the Business Office next to the Marketplace for more details.
Softball sweeps Memphis

It was all about the singles on Sunday at the UCF Softball Complex. Nine of UCF's 10 hits were singles and the final tally of 2-0 was indicative of that. The Knights (26-16, 1-3 American) picked up their first series win in three weeks, which is exactly what they were looking for after suffering losses to South Florida and Texas A&M last weekend.

"It was a really fun and exciting day," said coach Padrick Brewer. "The whole team was excited to be back on the field." The Knights got things started in the bottom of the second inning when Allison broke her own single-season record for RBIs. He missed the first 40 games of the season after

UCF sophomore Kyle Sweat has been a part of the Thundering Herd's rotation for the past two seasons, but as a junior pitcher Kyle Sweat has been a part of the first two games as a starter. In the first two games of the season, he earned the win in an 8-0 blanking and a series sweep of the Memphis Tigers.

"I think this is the perfect start to the season," said Kyle Sweat. "I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

"As a staff, we've been working hard all week," said Kyle Sweat. "We've been practicing and getting ready for this series. I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

BRIAN HURPHY

Pitching fails again in sweep

The UCF Baseball team followed up its sweep of in-state rival Florida Atlantic on Sunday with a loss to Rice. The Knights have now split their first two games of the season, which is exactly what they were looking for after suffering losses to South Florida and Texas A&M last weekend.

"It was a really fun and exciting day," said coach Padrick Brewer. "The whole team was excited to be back on the field." The Knights got things started in the bottom of the second inning when Allison broke her own single-season record for RBIs. He missed the first 40 games of the season after

UCF sophomore Kyle Sweat has been a part of the Thundering Herd's rotation for the past two seasons, but as a junior pitcher Kyle Sweat has been a part of the first two games as a starter. In the first two games of the season, he earned the win in an 8-0 blanking and a series sweep of the Memphis Tigers.

"I think this is the perfect start to the season," said Kyle Sweat. "I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

"As a staff, we've been working hard all week," said Kyle Sweat. "We've been practicing and getting ready for this series. I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT

"I think this is the perfect start to the season," said Kyle Sweat. "I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

"As a staff, we've been working hard all week," said Kyle Sweat. "We've been practicing and getting ready for this series. I think we have a lot of potential and we have a lot of guys who can hit and pitch." Kyle Sweat pitched 2.2 innings in relief Friday, He allowed two hits, a run and struck out two batters.

"As a staff, we've been working hard all week," said Kyle Sweat. "We've been practicing and getting ready for this series.
Duffy twisters in loss

through the left side. The Knights answered with three runs in the third inning, highlighted by RBI singles from Lara and Kiko. It looked like the UCF offense had gained some more momentum when starting pitcher Carmito Giradina retired the lead in order in the bottom of the inning, but some of that momentum may have slipped away when the Knights left the bases loaded in the ninth.

The Knights tied the game at 8-8 when Duffy hit his second home run of the season off of UCF's third reliever. The UCF offense responded in the bottom half, scoring three runs to give the Herd the lead back.

Weiss. The Knights tied the game at 8-8 when Duffy hit his second home run of the season off of UCF's three relief pitchers to end the game. The UCF offense responded in the bottom half, scoring three runs to give the Herd the lead back.
Injuries have soiled season

A 3.68 average, 38 RBIs and a .368 average may seem like things to celebrate, but reality is not quite the same as these were the 1998 Yankees. Without Good, the pitching staff has been less than good. Kime has struggled against the No. 4 Rice Owls at home and Ryan Richardson, UCF's first starting pitcher of the season, allowed just one run in her first start, but the team is still looking for consistency. The Knights conclude their regular season schedule Sunday when they face Rice at 2 p.m. at the UCF Softball Complex. First pitch is set for 2 p.m.

UCF will then travel to Dayton on April 30 to face Bethune-Cookman, and will round out its regular season May 4-5 with a three-game Conference USA series against Southern Miss. The Knights added one more win to both the four-game and five-game winning streaks from Snap and Javier. The game was stopped after five innings due to the eight-run mercy rule.

The Knights conclude their regular season Sunday against the No. 4 Rice Owls at home. A win could be the difference maker in the Knights' upcoming schedule. First pitch is set for 2 p.m.

UCF Softball Complex. First pitch is set for 2 p.m.
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Your UCF Card now features two purses.

Beginning May 5th, your

will feature the simplicity of two purses.

For cards issued and valued prior to May 5th, Purse 3 is available until your funds are depleted. New deposits will be made to Purses 1 or 2 only.

Questions?
Visit our office in the John T. Washington Center (across from the bookstore) or e-mail us at cardsvc@mail.ucf.edu.

UCF Card Services • www.ucfcard.ucf.edu • 407-823-2100
Pinch Lakers are not the issue here

BY BECKY MCKEE 
D cisionalism is an evil thing. This country has been divided all along, whether we understood the consequences of that division in our religious affiliation, class standing, or political affiliations. But lately, a new kind of division has taken hold, one that is more than a step away from the same ever more helpless division that blacks, whites, reds, and greens have with most inclusionary division. It is an inclusionary division that has a name and is targeting those who have tried to be fair and just. We will discuss it here with one word that we believe is a way to treat people and something that sometimes even killed people.

Our local community has been brought back into the media spotlight as the art that recently decided to pursue a million-dollar loan from the Orange County School Board. This board was attacked by a pit bull in 2007 outside Ridgewood Park Elementary School. December has been even worse since then and every decision that has been made is based on this decision. Orlando Sentinel reports he found the pit bull.

The problem is not being dealt

One rotten egg doesn’t always spoil the batch

BY BETHY ROSE 
Some panel may not want to hear other opinions commenting on issues. However, the intention that stopping a shooter only relies upon possession of another gun. Unfortunately, with the focus on the important message, perhaps it is a professor, another person, a student, or a professor. Additional methods of communication, including text messaging, e-mail, social networking, and video marquees on campus. While I agree wholeheartedly that no one wants to sound like they are too busy to do their own work. This is particularly shocking considering how little the Union cared about community involvement. The whole thing kicked off because of state budget cuts, UCF fills our progress in the past year as inadequate. We take a few brave people to place them¬

Placement of artwork was insulting to artists

UCF is working hard at keeping gun laws.

A year ago today, police arrested a man accused of attempting to enter Virginia Tech with a weapon and had to be convinced by UCF’s 10 News report¬
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Weith Wild is NOW HIRING

The Following Positions:
- Lifeguard - Ride Operator - Food & Beverage Cashier - Food & Beverage Cook - Front Gate Assistance - Gift Shop Assistance and more

Great Benefits Including:
- Free Admission - Free Quarterly Tickets - College Tuition Assistance - Referral Bonus and more

Apply NOW:
Call: 407-348-2100
Email: careers@weithwild.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 5PM

Wet & Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive • Orlando, FL 32819
407.346.2000 • Fax: 407.345.1000

Central Florida Future Classifieds
www.CentralFloridaFuture.com — Wednesday, April 20, 2022
ATTN AD/PROCESSING
For fastest processing, call 407-385-3610. Due dates are referring to the entire page. System does not allow any time extensions. Must be completed by 5th of month. Send cover letter and resume to HRAds@gray-robinson.com. GrayRoblnson is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

375 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

100 HELP WANTED: General

750 HELP WANTED: Part Time

125 HELP WANTED: Receptionist

900 HELP WANTED: Roommates

150 HELP WANTED: Full Time

200 HELP WANTED: Residents

250 HELP WANTED: Volunteers

300 FOR SALE: General

350 FOR SALE: Bed and Breakfast Inn

400 SERVICES

450 CROSSWORD

550 CLASSIFIEDS

600 CARS

650 ROOMS RENTED

700 ROOMS FOR SALE

750 ROOMS WANTED

800 APARTMENTS

850 HOUSES

900 CONDOMINIUMS

950 LAND

1000 CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM
Grays College Bookstore

is coming to UCF!

You Supply the Books.
We'll Supply the CA$H.

Buy with us. Sell with us. SAVE WITH US!

Spin the Gray's Prize Wheel for a chance to WIN a FREE semester of books!

Get $5.00 off your books on your next purchase of $50 or more.

Open Extended Hours: April 21st - 30th
Mon. - Thurs. 9AM - 7PM, Fri. 9AM - 6PM
Sat. 10AM - 4PM, Sun. Noon - 4PM

On the corner of Alafaya Trl & McCulloch Rd • University Palms Shopping Center, near Publix

www.GraysBooks.com